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Abstract

It is often possible to greatly improve the performance of a hardware system via the use of predictive (speculative) tech-
niques. For example, the performance of out-of-order microprocessors is greatly enhanced by predicting the outcomes of
conditional branch instructions. Most hardware predictors are table based (e.g., two-level branch predictors)—maintain-
ing predictive information for each combination of values of a set of features (e.g., a set of previous branch outcomes).
Table-based approaches suffer from the fact that the predictor sizes grow exponentially in the number of features consid-
ered by the predictor—this severely limits the amount of predictive information that can be effectively utilized by table-
based predictors. For example, most table-based branch predictors use a feature set containing only a small number of
recent branch outcomes, despite the fact that other bits of processor state contain predictive information (e.g., register val-
ues and target addresses).
In this research we propose a dynamic feature selection framework for building hardware predictors. A predictor using
dynamic feature selection selects the most predictive features from a potentially large feature set and uses only the
selected features to make predictions. We design and evaluate a dynamic decision tree (DDT) predictor, an on-line adapta-
tion of the decision trees that are widely used in machine learning research. Through the use of feature selection the pre-
dictor storage requirement grows only linearly with the number of features considered. This opens up the possibility of
considering much more information for prediction than current table-based approaches. This possibility is particularly
important for prediction domains where there is no known small set of useful features. We evaluate our predictor in the
branch prediction domain and show that dynamic feature selection can dynamically select useful features from a much
larger set of features than current predictors (without any specialized knowledge about which of the features are useful) to
achieve high prediction rates. It is not our goal in this paper to show better performance than the best-known branch pre-
dictor but to introduce and evaluate a new framework of feature selection which enables predictors to consider large num-
bers of features in a systematic manner, adding to design options for future hardware prediction schemes. Our results
suggest that dynamic feature selection will be useful (and perhaps essential) in domains where the set of useful features is
unknown, or where that set varies across prediction instances. Simulation results on SPECint95 indicate that our predictor
on average performs comparable to conventional two-level interference-free predictors with similar storage requirements
and generally is more robust than familiar predictors—performing close to the best of such predictors across applications
that favor various familiar predictors (this robustness is similar to that achievable by hybridizing familiar predictors, but is
achieved here by a general-purpose technique that does not require designing multiple specialized predictors to combine).

1  Intr oduction

Hardware prediction and speculation is emerging as a key technique to hide latency and improve

performance in computer systems. Computer architects are exploiting predictive techniques in a variety

of tasks such as branch prediction [28,29]; value prediction [19]; cache way prediction [7]; memory

address [13,1], dependence [21], and sharing prediction [17,16]. In all cases, these hardware predictors

capitalize on repetitive application behavior resulting in predictability in system event outcomes. By
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predicting such outcomes and thereby hiding the long latency of the corresponding system events, hard-

ware predictors improve performance. For instance, value predictors rely on the repetitive occurrence of

specific values in an application’s execution to hide long read latencies in the memory system.

A hardware predictor is typically a finite state machine that, given its internal state and the values of

some input bits, or features, outputs a prediction of the unknown value of a particular bit. For instance

state-of-the-art branch predictors typically maintain some internal state such as a table of 2-bit saturat-

ing counters and use local history [29] (corresponding to prior outcomes of the same branch), global

history [20,29] (corresponding to prior outcomes of any branch), branch program counters [22], or reg-

ister values [25] as input features. Hybrid predictors may incorporate two or more input feature types

[9].

The vast majority of previously proposed hardware predictors are table-based—for example, a gen-

eral mechanism that is a component of nearly all branch prediction schemes is the two-level table-based

predictor introduced by Yeh & Patt [28]. Such table-based predictors store a counter for each possible

combination of values of the input features. Each such counter generally tracks the most likely value for

the bit being predicted given the particular combination of features that selects that counter. A funda-

mental and significant limitation of table-based prediction techniques is that the sizeof a table-based

predictor scalesexponentiallywith the numberof input featuresmadeavailableto it (e.g., if a global

history branch predictor uses n history bits as input features the size of the table used scales as 2n). Due

to the exponential scaling property of table-based predictors the number of input features and hence the

predictive information that can be made available to such predictors is extremely limited. Table-based

methods have been successful for predicting branches mainly because researchers have been able to

identify small sets of features (e.g., recent global/local history) that lead to high prediction accuracies.

Table-based branch prediction, however, suffers significant drawbacks. While there may only be a

few features relevant to any single prediction, the set of relevant features may change during the opera-

tion of the predictor—as a result, for some problems there may be no single small feature set that can be

used to achieve high accuracy. For instance, in both value prediction and branch prediction, besides

other branch outcomes (in the case of branches) and load addresses (in the case of values), outcomes

may be correlated with instruction program counters, load addresses, register names, or other processor

state [25] constituting a prohibitively large feature space for implementation in tables.1
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Our work below enableshardwarepredictionto beappliedto domainswhereno small setof rele-

vant featurescanbedeterminedin advance,in additionto openingup thepossibilityof extendingcur-

rent predictiondomainslike branchprediction to considermany more processor-statefeatures.We

believe that fully exploiting the potentialfor hardwarepredictionin supportof new speculative tech-

niquesrequiresthe developmentof effective alternatives to table-basedpredictorsthat do not scale

exponentially with the number of input features considered during prediction

In this paper, we proposethe framework of dynamic feature selection to provide hardwarepredic-

tion thatscaleslinearlywith thenumberof input features.To makeaprediction,dynamicfeatureselec-

tion: (1) monitorsa largenumberof featuresÑlargeenoughto includemostor all informationrelevant

for makingpredictionsat any time,and(2) selectsandstoresinformationaboutonly the most relevant

features from the larger feature set. Sucha predictorcanmonitora very largesetof featuresin step(1)

abovewithoutusingtheprohibitiveamountof tablespacethattraditionalpredictorswould require,and

only in step (2) be very selective in order to keep table sizes reasonable.

We thenpresentandevaluatea particularpredictorbasedon thedynamicfeatureselectionframe-

work. Our ÒdynamicdecisiontreeÓ(DDT) predictorusesanon-lineadaptationof decision trees from

the machinelearningresearchcommunityto implementdynamicfeatureselection.By its design,our

predictorhasa storagerequirementthatgrows reasonablyasadditionalfeaturesareconsideredduring

prediction,allowing the predictionto be sensitive to many morefeaturesthan is possiblewith table-

basedapproaches.We argue that the lookup andupdatetimes for our predictor, as well as the logic

overhead,is within thetight time andspaceconstraintsrequiredfor practicalhardwareprediction,and

we thus expect that other hardware prediction applications can beneÞt from this technique.

As aninitial evaluationof ourpredictorweperformexperimentsin thedomainof branchprediction

becauseof theeasyavailability of suitablebenchmarksandalternative predictorsfor comparison.It is

notourgoalin thispaperto show betterperformancethanthebest-known branchpredictorbut to intro-

1. Other processor state has been used by various table-based branch-prediction schemes but this is only possible with
some form of information loss (such as using XOR to combine features) or hybrid scheme that requires committing in
advance to particular feature groupingsÑthe hybridized predictors use different features sets, where each set must be
small. At any particular time one of the hybridized predictors is selected to make a prediction, with the selection based
on its recent performance relative to the other predictors. This approach requires that the designer be able to identify
multiple small subsets of features such that at least one of the subsets will lead to adequate performance most of the
time. Such subsets need not exist and may be difÞcult to identify when they do exist.
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duce and evaluate a new framework of feature selection which enables predictors to consider large

numbers of features in a systematic manner, adding to design options for future hardware prediction

schemes. To evaluate our approach, we built a branch predictor which monitors 64 bits of history: the

most recent 32 bits of both local and global history. We have demonstrated that our approach can auto-

matically select (without any built-in knowledge of which bits are local/global/recent/less recent) the

most useful bits from these 64 features in order to compete successfully with table-based approaches.

Interference-free simulation results on SPECint95 indicate that our predictor on average performs com-

parable to conventional interference-free GAp and PAp predictors with similar storage requirements

and generally performs close to the better of GAp and PAp, while accuracies among GAp and PAp

themselves vary significantly across applications. These results indicate that our approach is success-

fully selecting the relevant features from the large set provided. We note that similar gains and robust-

ness relative to GAp and PAp can be achieved using a hybrid technique [9,20], but our technique does

not require dividing the feature space by hand into global and local bits—in other prediction domains

there may not be an obvious effective division of the feature space to exploit with a hybrid predictor.

Also, our technique opens the door to branch prediction using additional processor state such as register

values without any serious distraction from the more important history bit features, as the register bits

would be automatically ignored when not relevant and automatically focussed upon when relevant.

Sections 2 and 3 introduce our terminology for prediction and motivate the dynamic feature selec-

tion approach in more detail. Section 4 contains the key technical contributions of the paper, describing

previous machine learning work on decision trees and our on-line adaptation of that work to hardware

prediction—here we define “dynamic decision tree”. Section 5 argues that DDTs can be implemented

under the necessary time and storage constraints. Section 6 gives our simulation results for DDTs in the

branch prediction domain in comparison to GAp and PAp predictors on SPECint95 benchmarks.

2  Dynamic Prediction: Terminology and Problem Description

In a binary prediction problem the task is to predict the unknown value of a particular bit—this bit is

called the target bit, and its eventual value is called the target outcome, or outcomefor short. To aid in

predicting the target outcome an n-bit vector is made available to the predictor—this vector is called a

feature vectorand generally conveys information about the target bit. For example, in the branch pre-

diction domain the feature vector may consist of the last 8 bits of global branch-outcome history and the
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target bit corresponds to the future outcome of an unresolved branch. In this work, we are concerned

with dynamic predictors—these are predictors that adjust their internal state over time to improve accu-

racy by better fitting the relationship between the feature vector and target outcome (which may be

changing over time).

A dynamic hardware predictor is a finite state machine that has two modes of operation. In predic-

tion mode the input is a feature vector and the output is a prediction of the target outcome. In update

mode the input is a feature vector/target outcome pair and there is no output other than updated internal

predictor state—intuitively, the new internal state should cause the predictor to be more likely to predict

the given outcome in the future when encountering the given feature vector. In the example of branch

prediction, prediction mode is used to speculatively resolve a conditional branch when it is encountered

during prefetch, and update mode is used to update the predictor tables when the branch is actually

resolved.

3  Motivation for the Dynamic Feature Selection Approach

Put simply, our goal is to enable hardware predictors to consider large numbers of features while mak-

ing predictions. This is fundamentally impossible with current table-based hardware predictors because

the storage requirement for these predictors grows exponentially with the number of features consid-

ered in making predictions.

For example, the GAp and PAp two-level branch predictors introduced in [29] assign a two-bit satu-

rating counter to each possible branch feature vector. For example, the feature vectors used to describe

branches in the GAp predictor contain n global history bits and the predictor requires a two-bit counter

for each of the 2n possible histories. To the best of our knowledge all current branch predictors that per-

form as well as or better than the GAp and PAp schemes inherit this exponential growth property, which

severely limits the number of features they can consider given fixed storage. This property is also inher-

ited by other table-based hardware predictors (outside of branch prediction). We will say that predictors

such as GAp and PAp that have counters for each possible feature vector are table-based predictors.

The exponential growth of table-based predictors derives from assigning a counter to every possible

combination of the features being considered. To understand the space savings we hope to derive, con-

sider an example prediction problem having feature vectors and target with the following properties:

¥ when features 1 and 2 are true, feature 3 equals the target outcome, and
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• otherwise if feature 1 is true then feature 4 equals the target outcome, and

• otherwise if feature 1 is false then feature 5 equals the target outcome.

Note that for a table-basedpredictorto learnthis pattern,it will have to allocate32 countersbasedon

all combinationsof valuesfor features1 through5. However, from thepropertiesgiven,it is clearthat

only onefeatureout of features3, 4, and5 is relevant for any oneprediction.We aretrying to avoid

consideringall combinationsof features3, 4, and5 for suchpredictioninstances.Our approachis to

consideronefeatureata time,andselectthemostpredictivesinglefeatureÑwethenusethatfeatureto

divide thepredictionprobleminto two subproblems:onefor the featurevectorswith that featurefalse

andonefor thosewith that featuretrue.Eachof thesesubproblemscanthenbeaddressedin thesame

manner. In thebranchpredictiondomaintheresultswe presentbelow show thatfor SPECint95bench-

marks,selectingjustonehistorybit (onefeature)dynamicallyandpredictingwith just thatbit canoften

outperform GAp or PAp style predictors that use  counters.

Now considerthesameexamplejustdescribed,but wherethereare5 additionalfeaturesinvolvedin

theproblem(i.e., usefulperhapswhenthetargetcharacteristicschange)whicharenotusefulin predict-

ing thecurrenttarget.Table-basedpredictorshave no mechanismfor dynamicallydetectingwhich fea-

turesareusefuldirectly, andwould needto have timesasmany countersdue to the 5 irrelevant

features.In contrast,our approachwill dynamicallyselectonebit at a time, andwill essentiallyjust

ignorethe irrelevant features(they areconsideredeachtime a singlefeatureis selectedasuseful,but

combinationsof valuesof the irrelevant featuresarenever consideredÑasa result the irrelevant fea-

tures have a linear rather than exponential effect on the storage required).

Why do we expectthatwe candynamicallyselecta smallnumberof featuresfrom a largesetand

still obtaingoodpredictionaccuracy? Apart from abstractexampleslike that just described,in practice

thisphenomenonhasbeenobservedin thebranchpredictiondomain.In [10] asmallnumberof features

werestatically selectedfrom a larger featureseton a per-branchbasis(off-line) andonly theselected

featureswereusedby a predictorassignedto eachbranch.It was shown that for mostbenchmarksthe

accuraciesof thepredictorsthatonly usedthesmallerbut carefullyselectedfeaturesetswerecloseto

thoseof predictorsthatusedtheentiresetof features.A predictorthat formsrulesbasedon theprinci-

ple of utilizing only a smallsetof carefullyselectedfeaturesis saidto performfeature selection. Previ-

ous researchhasgiven no methodfor performingfeatureselectiondynamically. Throughthe useof

216

25
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dynamic and conditional feature selection, our predictor avoids exponential growth in size relative to

the number of features considered.

In the next section we use the dynamic feature selection approach to design one specific type of pre-

dictor, based on a decision tree method. Decision trees are widely used for prediction tasks in machine

learning and provide a natural way to incorporate feature selection into prediction.

4  The Dynamic Decision Tree Predictor

This section describes the dynamic decision tree (DDT) predictor. First, we discuss decision trees as a

general means of representing predictors. Second, we discuss the main component of the dynamic deci-

sion tree, the correlation predictor. Finally, we give the structure and function of the DDT predictor.

4.1  Decision Trees

Current table-based hardware predictors blow up in size exponentially with the number of features, .

This exponential growth is a result of providing resources for memorizing the likely outcomes for all

possible feature vectors. One method of avoiding this exponential growth is to partition the set of

feature vectors into subsets and learn a single prediction for each subset. Clearly, this method performs

best when a high percentage of the points in each subset have the same most likely outcome—in this

case, using that likely outcome as the prediction for that subset results in a high accuracy. Doing this we

can avoid providing resources for learning/storing a separate outcome for each feature vector. Instead,

resources must be provided for dynamically selecting a partition of possible feature vectors into “good”

subsets2, for determining which subset a feature vector falls into, and for learning an outcome for each

subset. By providing efficient methods for these tasks, we can define predictors that can consider a

much larger number of features than is currently possible. For these reasons we consider a new class of

hardware predictors, based on binary decision trees.

A decision tree is a binary tree where each node is labelled with a feature or its negation. The depth

of a decision tree node is the number of arcs traversed on the path from the root to the node. The depth

of a tree is the depth of its deepest node. An example decision tree is shown in Figure 1—this tree has a

depth of 2.

2. The number of partition subsets will in general be much smaller than . A “good” subset is one where the feature vec-
tors/target outcome pairs falling into the subset have nearly uniform outcomes.

n

2n

2n
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Making Predictions with a Decision Tree. The label of a tree node is referred to as the testof the

node. This test, evaluated with respect to a given feature vector, is equal to either 0 or 1, according to

whether that feature is false or true in the feature vector. For example, the test of the root node in

Figure 1 evaluates to the value of feature , which is global history bit 8 in the example. Likewise the

test of the root’s left child evaluates to the negation of the value of feature . Given a binary decision

tree and a feature vector, the prediction made by the tree is defined as follows. If the root node is a leaf

node (i.e., the tree is a single node), then return as the predicted outcome the value of the test at the root

node for the given feature vector. Otherwise, evaluate the test at the root node for the feature vector, and

return the prediction made by either the left child tree or right child tree of the node, depending on

whether the test evaluates to 0 or 1, respectively. For example, when the tree in Figure 1 is presented

with a feature vector such that , , and , a path is followed from the root

through the node labeled to the leaf node labelled . The final prediction for this feature vector is

1 since that is the value of  (local history bit 1).

A decision tree can be viewed as representing a set of prediction rules such that there is one rule for

each leaf. Any feature vector will activate exactly one rule from this set of rules. The prediction rule

corresponding to each tree leaf can be written as an IF/THEN rule, as shown in Figure 1.

Advantages of Decision Trees. Rules formed by a decision tree are not required to utilize all the

available features but instead can select a small number of features to use while ignoring features that

are less predictive. Doing so, a decision tree in theory has the ability to form highly predictive rules

while at the same time avoiding any exponential growth in predictor size as the number of history/state

bits considered increases. The size of a decision tree, however, does grow exponentially with the maxi-

mum depth of the tree. This depth determines the maximum number of features that can occur in any

f 8

f 1

f 8 1= f 3 0= f 10 1=

f 3 f 10

f 10

Figure 1: Example of a 5 node, depth 2 binary decision tree and its corresponding prediction rules.

f1 - local history bit 4
f8 - global history bit 3
f3 - global history bit 3

f10 - local history bit 1

f8

f1 f3

f10 f10

IF (f8 AND f3) THEN Predict(f10)
IF (f8 AND f3) THEN Predict(f10)

IF (f8) THEN Predict(f1)

Corresponding prediction rules:
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single predictive rule (like those in Figure 1). Decision trees are advantageous in domains where high

accuracy can be achieved by small rules built from a large feature space. We argued in Section 3 that

branch prediction is one such a domain, it is reasonable to expect other speculative prediction domains

to have this property.

It may appear that decision trees are similar to context trees, which have been previously used for

branch prediction [11] and are general enough to be applied to other hardware prediction problems;

however, a decision tree can capture a far greater variety of predictive rules than a context tree of the

same depth, and context trees exhibit the same exponential growth in the number of features considered

that table-based predictors show. See Section 7 for a more complete discussion of context trees.

Training Decision Trees. Most known methods of training decision trees are batch training meth-

ods rather than dynamic ones (for example ID3 [23], CARTE [2]). These methods use a training set of

feature-vector/target-outcome pairs to construct the decision tree off-line. The resulting tree is then

used to make predictions in its intended domain. Though it does not seem practical to perform batch

learning in hardware prediction domains, due to time and space constraints, a basic understanding of

the principles employed by batch learning methods is helpful for understanding our novel dynamic

training method, described in the following sections.

Most batch training algorithms recursively grow a tree from the top down using greedy heuristics to

select tests at each decision node. First, the entire training data set is analyzed and a heuristic is used to

select a test that is judged to aid the prediction task most; this test is associated with the root decision

node. Then, based on this test, the training data is partitioned into two smaller left and right data sets.

These sets are used as training data to recursively grow left and right subtrees. The recursion continues

until a stopping criterion is met. Methods differ in the test selection heuristic and the stopping criterion

used. Intuitively a test selection heuristic should select a test that partitions a given data set into two

more predictable sets. The worst possible test to select is one that divides a data set such that each parti-

tion contains an equal number of examples with 1 and 0 target outcomes. The best test divides a data set

such that all of the examples belonging to each partition block have the same target outcome. Some the-

oretical and empirical investigations of test selection heuristics appear in [3], [4], [5].

For our initial work presented here we have focused on using immediate predictive accuracy as the

metric for our test selection heuristic. This means the selected test at a node is the one that is estimated
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to have the highest accuracy if used to directly predict the outcomes of the data set examples. A main

reason for selecting this metric is because of the ease with which fast on-line estimators of accuracy can

be constructed.

To use decision trees in hardware prediction domains, we propose a novel method of dynamically

training decision trees rather than use batch-training methods. The following two sections describe our

proposed dynamic decision tree. We first describe the correlation feature selector that will be used as

the accuracy-based test-selection mechanism at each decision tree node. Next, we describe the tree

architecture and the computations involved in training and making predictions with the tree.

4.2  The Correlation Feature Selector

The correlation feature selector is a mechanism for selecting a “most predictive” single feature from a

large set of candidate features (e.g., 32 local and 32 global history bits), given repeated observation of

feature vector/target outcome pairs. After observing each pair, the correlation feature selector updates

information stored about each feature in order to be able to select the best feature at any time.

Given a set of features, a correlation feature selector associates a signed counter to each feature in

the set. We use both the sign and the magnitude of the counters in our predictor. Our intention is to

update the values so that after encountering of a large number of feature/outcome pairs, a large counter

magnitude for a feature will indicate that feature is strongly correlated with the outcome (either posi-

tively or negatively, according to the sign of the counter). Upon observing a feature vector/target out-

come pair, the update method increments each counter for a feature which agrees with the target

Figure 2: After observing outcome O the value of each feature is XOR’ed with O and the
results are used to increment or decrement the counter value of each feature.

O - observed outcome
Vi - value of i’th feature

counteri - value of i’th correlation counter

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .counter1

V1

O

XOR

inc/dec
counter

countern

Vn XOR

inc/dec
counter
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outcome, and decrements the remaining counters. Figure 2 shows a diagram depicting this computa-

tion. After observing a long sequence of feature vector/target outcome pairs, the magnitude of the

counter value for a given feature is proportional to the number of correct predictions that would have

been made by using the better of that feature or its complement to directly predict the outcome.3

At various points in the dynamic decision tree algorithm described below, we wish to select the

most predictive feature amongst various subsets of the entire feature space. Given candidate features

, we select as the selected feature the feature with the highest magnitude counter, breaking

ties by selecting the feature of lower index. Figure 3 shows a diagram depicting this computation. We

provide a complete formal definition of the correlation feature selector in the Appendix.

The counters in a correlation feature selector are, of course, finite precision, and therefore will even-

tually saturate. However, unlike the counters in table-based predictors, these counters are used by

comparing them to each other to select a maximum value (table-based predictors make decisions based

only on the sign of the counter rather than its magnitude relative to other counters). For this reason,

allowing the counters to saturate may lose important relative information. Instead, whenever any

counter in a correlation feature selector would saturate, we halve the magnitude of all its counters.

4.3  The Dynamic Decision Tree

We describe the data and functionality at each DDT node, and then how nodes are combined into trees.

Please note that this description concentrates on conveying the key concepts and functionality rather

than presenting the actual implementation. Approaches to efficient concrete implementation are dis-

cussed and analyzed in Section 5. Also note that our description here is somewhat informal—a com-

3. Let be the number of correct predictions made by after observing instances since initialization. We know that
and ’s counter  is  and from these we can get that .

C f( ) f T
C f( ) C f( )+ T= f V f C f( ) C f( )– Max C f( ) C f( ),( ) T V f+( ) 2⁄=

f 1 … f n, ,

. .
 . 

. .
 . 

. .
 .

. .
 . 

.
Figure 3: Computing the selected feature given the counter values of the features.

MAX best-index

ABS

ABS

counter1

countern

counter - correlation counter value of the
i’th feature

best-index - index of the selected feature
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plete formal deÞnition of a DDT is presented in the Appendix for reference.

4.3.1  Nodes of a Dynamic Decision Tree

Therearetwo typesof DDT node:leaf nodes,which have no children,andinternalnodes,which each

have two childrenthatarepredictorsthemselves(typically othertreenodesbut generallyany form of

predictor).Thetwo nodetypeshaveverysimilar functionality. WedescribetheinternalnodesÞrst,and

then indicate which aspects are omitted for leaf nodes.

Eachnodehastwo modesof operation:a predictionmodeandan updatemode.In the prediction

mode,thenodereceives a featurevectorandmustmake an outcomepredictionquickly. In theupdate

mode,the nodereceives a featurevector/outcomepair, andmustupdateits internalstateto improve

futurepredictionsbasedontheinformationin thepair. Theessentialinternalstateof eachnodeis acor-

relation featureselectordeÞnedover the candidatefeaturesalong with two extra featuresdescribed

below.

A critical partof thefunctionof eachinternalnodeis in managing/combiningthetwo child predic-

torsin orderto makeagoodpredictionfor thestreamof featurevector/targetoutcomepairsseenby the

node.The role of eachnodeasÒmanagerÓinvolvessplitting this streamof pairs into two substreams

accordingto thefeaturecurrentlymeasuredto bemostpredictive. Eachof thesetwo substreamsis then

passedto oneof thechild predictorsÑtheintentionis thateachsubstreamwill bemoreeasilypredicted

(typically thetargetoutcomeswill bemoreuniform) thantheoriginalstreambecausetheinformationin

themostpredictive featurehasbeenusedto split thestream.TheÒmanagingÓnodealsotrackstheper-

formanceof thechild predictorsandmaychooseto neglecttheirÒrecommendedpredictionÓin favor of

a predictionbasedon a singlefeatureif thatpredictionis outperformingthechild predictors.This per-

formancetrackingis efÞcientlyimplementedby addingasinglefeatureto thecorrelationfeatureselec-

tor at the nodeÑthis feature representsthe child predictorÕs recommendation,and the correlation

selectorautomaticallyestimatesits accuracy andcomparesit to theaccuraciesof thealternative single

featurepredictions.For eachinput featurevector, we call the mostpredictive featurethe split feature

, andwecall thechild predictorselectedby themostpredictive featuretheselected child. Figure4

shows a nodesplitting a streamof featurevector/targetoutcomepairsbetweenits children.Otherpre-

dictorssuchasthe Bi-Mode branchpredictor[18] usethe ideaof splitting the original branchstream

into substreams,however, the streamsplitting is basedon a Þxed set of features(PC bits) and not

fsplit
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dynamically tuned to the incoming stream.

Data at Each Node of the Dynamic Decision Tree. At each node, there is a correlation feature

selector that includes counters for the candidate features as well as two “extra” features which play an

important role in the predictor. First, each node’s selector includes a counter for the constant feature

(denoted ), whose value is always 1. This counter evaluates the option at that node to always return

the same prediction (1 or 0 based on the sign of the correlation). This counter is important for recogniz-

ing when the node encounters a stream of feature vector/target outcome pairs with nearly uniformly tar-

get outcomes. Second, each node’s selector includes a feature (denoted for “subtree”) giving the

outcome predicted by the selected child predictor. This feature is not used for prediction, but is impor-

tant during learning for determining whether it is better to predict locally at this node based on a single

feature or to use the prediction of one of the children.4 Figure 5 shows the features used by the correla-

tion feature selector of each internal node as well as the computations to select the child prediction that

is used to update  described below.

4. The correlation selector’s counter for  does not measure the accuracy of either child, but the accuracy of the
weighted combination of the children over the entire stream of feature vector/target outcome pairs seen by the parent
node.

Split feature (f2) values and target outcomes for each pair.

Vectors f1 f2 … fn Outcome
F1 — 0 … — 0
F2 — 1 … — 1
F3 — 1 … — 0
F4 — 0 … — 0
F5 — 1 … — 1
F6 — 1 … — 1

features{
child
predictor 0

child
predictor 1

(F1,0)
(F2,1)
(F3,0)
(F4,0)
(F5,1)
(F6,1)

(F1,0)

(F4,0)

(F2,1)
(F3,0)

(F5,1)
(F6,1)

fsplit = f2

Decision
Node

Child 0 stream Child 1 stream

Figure 4: The decision node receives an stream of feature vector/target outcome pairs and divides
the examples between the two child predictors based on the value of its split feature (in this case f2).

NOTE: Substreams arriving at each child have
more uniform target outcomes than the original
input stream for the decision node. The child
streams are not perfectly uniform because f2 is
not a perfect predictor of the target outcome.
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target outcome pairs
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Additionally, each node stores summary information about the counters to enable quick predictions

without accessing the counter values. The summary information includes best-index which is the index

of , the correlation counter signs of and , and bits use-sub? and use-fc? indicating whether

the prediction should be made using a feature or using the prediction of the selected child.

Operations at eachNodeof the Dynamic DecisionTree.In prediction mode, a node consults the

summary information (generated by the previous update phase) to determine whether to predict directly

with the currently most predictive feature or to instead use that feature to select a child predictor with

which to make the prediction. Figure 6 shows the computations performed during the prediction phase.

The top-most MUX uses the summary information use-fc? and use-sub? to determine whether to make

a prediction with the constant feature (use-fc? is true), the selected child (use-sub? is true), or the split

feature directly. Note that the purpose of the XOR operations is to select either the value or its negation

based on whether the correlation counter indicates a positive or negative correlation. The bottom-most

MUX corresponds to the MUX in Figure 5 and selects which of the two children to use based on the

value of the split feature, Vsplit, and the sign of its correlation.

In update mode, a node updates its correlation feature selector based on the feature values and target

outcome of the current feature vector/target outcome pair. Note that the feature values used here include

the constant feature and the child-based feature available from the preceding prediction phase.

In addition to updating its own correlation selector, the node must activate the selected child predictor

so that the child will also update its feature selector.5 Note that only one child needs to update its selec-

tor (i.e., to learn) because only one child is expected to be used in predicting each instance—we update

fc fsubf1 . . . . . . . . . . . . fn

candidate features (e.g., history bits)1

MUX

Vsplit

sign(fsplit)
child 0 prediction child 1 prediction

Figure5: Thefeaturesof thecorrelationpredictor for internalnodesandcomputations forchild selection.

fc - constant feature
fsub - subtree feature, stores the value of

the selected child’s prediction
Vsplit - value of the split feature

sign(fsplit) - sign of the correlation value of fsplitXOR

f split f c f split

fc fsub
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the selector in the “selected child” since that is the child which would be considered during prediction.

This update occurs even if the current prediction is being made by a single feature, neglecting the

child’s recommendation.6 After the correlation feature selector of a node has been updated the sum-

mary information stored at the node is updated based on the new correlation values.7 Finally, note that

update can occur at all nodes in parallel along the path formed by the sequence of selected children

from the root down, but must not occur at the other nodes.

5. If the child predictor is not another tree node, but some other kind of predictor, this activation signals that predictor to
update whatever state it maintains. In our implementation, the child predictor is always another tree node.

6. In this case, the update allows the child predictor to improve by learning so that eventually it may be better than the cur-
rently preferred single feature.

7. One final practical point: we believe it is important to minimize the frequency with which the value of the split feature
changes, because such changes can dramatically alter the streams of data seen by the child predictors. For this rea-

son, when updating we implement a preference for keeping unchanged in the case of tied correlation values,
even if a feature with a smaller index is involved in the tie. Additionally, when comparing correlation values the ‘good-
ness’ of is measured by the correlation value of . Thus, the split feature will only be changed if another feature
is performing at least as well as the subtrees given the current . In the long run, we believe it will be important to
implement an even stronger preference to sticking with the current split feature to avoid oscillation/vacillation between
features of similar predictive utility. We have not addressed this issue further in this work, however.

fcfsub

f1....fn

candidate features

1

MUX

Vsplit

child 0 prediction child 1 prediction

Select

MUX

sign(fc)

use-sub?
Prediction

• The node’s summary information is
shown in bold as sign(fsplit), sign(fc),
best-index, use-fc?, use-sub?.

• The topmost MUX selects among
, , and based on use-fc?

and use-sub?.

• Select latches the value of
based on best-index which is gener-
ated as shown in Figure 3.

• The bottommost MUX updates
with the selected child’s prediction.

fc fsplit fsub

fsplit

fsub

ChildSelect

use-fc?

PI

Prediction

Branch Features

Summary Info.

child 0 child 1

This figure defines the following icon:

XORsign(fsplit)

best-index

XOR

Figure 6: Prediction Phase of an Internal DDT Node (abbreviated PI).

fsplit
fsplit fsplit

fsplit f sub
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We have now completed the description of internal nodes. Leaf nodes behave identically to internal

nodes except they do not have child predictors and therefore do not use or maintain an feature. We

provide a complete formal definition of the dynamic decision tree in the Appendix for reference.

4.3.2  Combining the Nodes into a Dynamic Decision Tree.
Internal and leaf nodes of the above design are connected into a full binary tree to form the dynamic

decision tree hardware predictor. The connection of these elements into a tree does not alter their basic

operation, except in one respect: we restrict each node so that the “most predictive feature”

selected during update cannot be the same as that selected by any ancestor of that node in the tree. This

restriction prevents the node from splitting on a feature that has already been used earlier in the tree

(such a split would result in one of the child predictors at that node seeing an empty input stream).

5  Predictor Implementation Issues

In Section 4 we presented an abstract description of dynamic decision trees and how they work. In this

section, we present a discussion of real on-chip implementation issues for a DDT predictor. The key to

a realistic implementation of DDTs for the purpose of hardware prediction is to organize the informa-

tion collected in the trees in the form of tables that occupy moderate on-chip real estate and can be

accessed quickly. Tables offer the advantages of simplicity as well as the existing expertise in imple-

menting and optimizing prediction structures as tables.

Many hardware prediction tasks involve numerous separate prediction problems using the same fea-

ture space; where each prediction problem ideally needs a separate hardware predictor. For example,

branch prediction involves many prediction problems over the same feature space of history bits—each

problem involves only dynamic occurrences of a single static branch. Efficient DDT implementation

depends critically on sharing logic between many DDT predictors over the same feature space—in

branch prediction, this means a DDT predictor will have only one logic array shared by predictors for

all static branches (table-based predictors do similar but less critical sharing of the logic used to index

into the table). Aliasing between separate problems (such as occurs in typical branch predictor imple-

mentations) complicates this picture only slightly and we can still share the DDT logic between all the

predictors.

Because typically only one tree (or in the case of wide-issue superscalar machines, a small number

of trees) is used to predict or learn at a time, all the logic can be shared among many similar problems,

fsub

fsplit
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amortizing the implementation cost of the logic. Such an organization lends itself well to being imple-

mented using tables by grouping the information stored at a particular node of each tree into a table.

Each table is then accessed by a predictorhashfunction(PHF), which for branch prediction is a lower-

order prefix of PC bits from the branch being predicted. The PHF is used to select the tree information

corresponding to the current problem from the tables.

The critical information stored at each node in a DDT is the correlation feature selector, which con-

sists of one saturating counter for each feature. In table form, this information is stored in a correlation

table, a two-dimensional table of correlation feature selectors indexed on one dimension by PHF value

and on the other dimension by tree node. Thus, the row corresponding to a given PHF value consists of

the correlation feature selectors for all tree nodes used for the corresponding predictor—given the PHF

value, the table can then produce all the relevant correlation feature selectors for processing by the DDT

logic.

The values stored in the correlation table are updated in the update phase of the predictor. However,

to expedite the time-critical prediction phase, we can additionally store summary information in a sepa-

rate table (as described in Section 4, and including for example the identity of the “splitting” feature for

each DDT node) for each problem—this summary information amounts to a small number of bits per

tree node, and is kept in a separate much smaller table, called the predictiontable, for the entire DDT,

again indexed by PHF and by tree node. Figure 7 shows the two tables and their contents.

In the prediction mode, the PHF and a vector of the feature values are sent to the DDT. The predic-

tion table is accessed with the PHF, and a row containing the prediction summary information for each

node is read out. The summary information at every node is used in conjunction with the feature vector

to select the decision to be made at that node: either to predict based on a single feature or to pass on the

prediction of the appropriate child, as shown earlier in Figure 6. Although this selection can be done in

parallel at all the nodes, the overall prediction comes from combining the decisions at all nodes to select

a path through the tree, a process sequential in the depth of the tree. Because the selection logic is

essentially a multiplexor that uses the summary information to choose one feature, its implementation

may be moderately expensive. To alleviate this problem, the implementation cost is amortized over all

the predictors using the same feature space as this logic is reused repeatedly.

The prediction process can be viewed as reading parameters for the DDT logic from the prediction
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tablefollowedby a singleparalleldecisionoperationat all nodesbasedon theparametersandfeatures,

Þnishedoff by returningapredictionfrom atreeleafalongtheselectedsequentialpaththroughthetree.

Oncetheparalleldecisionoperationshaveoccurred,thesignalscomingfrom thepredictiontableto the

DDT logic deÞnea singlepathfrom the root of the treeto oneleafÑit is alongthis pathof activated

nodes (or somepreÞxof it) that thepredictionßows backto theroot. As shown in Figure7 above the

predictiontable,theDDT logic, which inheritsthetopologyof theDDT, performstheparalleldecision

operationsat all nodesandreturnstheprediction.Theonly operationthatusestime proportionalto the

depthof the treeis theßow of thepredictionup thetree,after thenodeshave selectedtheir respective

decisionin parallel.Thedepthof thetreeis at most7 in our work to date,sothis processcanbecom-

pletedwithin a smallnumberof gatedelays.ThepredictionprocessidentiÞesa pathof activatednodes

from a leaf to the root along which the prediction is returned. This path is used below during update.

Whena targetoutcomeis resolved,thedecisiontreecorrespondingto thepredictioninstanceneeds

to be updatedby executingan updatephase.To that effect, the correlationtable is accessedwith the

PHF, returningtherow of correlationfeatureselectorsconstitutingtheDDT predictorstatefor thatPHF

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

PI1

PI2 PI3

PL4 PL5 PL6 PL7

Candidate

Features

To
 a
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de
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CB1 CB2 CB3 CB4
. . . . CB7
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Prediction

SummaryInformation

PIi - iÕth internal prediction node (see Figure6)

PLi - iÕth leaf prediction node, theseare the sameas the
PIÕs of Figure6 except that they have no children.

Si - summary information for nodei (see Figure6)

CBi - correlation counter bank for node i

ULi - update logic for tree layeri (see Figures2 and3)

DDT Logic

Correlation Table

Figure 7: Overview of the DDT hardware predictorshowing the connectionsbetweenthe
DDT logic, thecorrelationandpredictiontables,andtheupdatelogic. Eachtableis accessedby
a predictor hash function (PHF) that selects one predictor from the table.

Prediction Table

PHF
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value. The resulting row is updated using the feature vector of feature values for the current prediction

instance, and then stored back in the correlation table. In particular, during this update, the split feature

(and other summary information, similarly) at every node of the tree in parallel is computed by identify-

ing the feature with the maximum counter magnitude, as shown earlier in Figure 3. Because the ‘split

feature’ at one or more nodes may have changed due to the updating of the correlation table, the predic-

tion table now has to be updated with new summary information as shown by the update paths at the

bottom of Figure 7—this update ensures that future prediction will adapt by incorporating the changed

split feature.

The logic required to compute the maximum among the counters of all the features is perhaps the

most expensive overhead of our technique. Much as the selection logic in prediction mode is shared

among all the predictors using the same feature space, the logic for the maximum computation is also

shared and need only be replicated as many times as the depth of the tree. Even that replication can be

avoided by performing the maximum-computation sequentially one level of the tree at a time if desired.

While we believe this can be computed within our space and time constraints either in parallel or in

sequence along the activated path, we also believe that approximations to the correlating feature selec-

tor along the lines described in [9] can reduce the costs of this computation with little loss in accuracy.

In that work, the task was to dynamically select the best of a set of predictors—this task is closely

related to the task of dynamically selecting the highest correlated feature.

5.1  Table Size Estimates

We estimate the size of a correlation table entry and a prediction table entry, as a function of the tree

depth (denoted as d), the number of features monitored in the nodes (denoted as n), and the number of

bits in the feature counters (denoted as b). The size of each correlation table entry, therefore, is:

In the leaf nodes, there are only n+1 counters: fc, f1,..., fn. In the internal nodes, there is one more

counter, fsub, that estimates the selected child’s outcome correlation.

The size of each prediction table entry is given by:

# leaves( ) bits per leaf[ ] # internal nodes( ) bits per internal node[ ]+
2d #counters/leaf( ) b[ ] 2d 1–( ) #counters/internal( ) b[ ]+ 2d n 1+( ) b[ ] 2d 1–( ) n 2+( )b[ ]+= =
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Eachleaf contains bits of summaryinformation to keeptrack of the decisive feature,one bit for

whetherwe areusingthesplit featurefor predictionor fc, andonemorebit for thesignof the feature

beingusedfor prediction.Note that we use bits, insteadof log bits, to track the split featureto

avoid encoding/decodingdelaysin selectingthe decisionsuggestedby the summaryinformation at

every nodeduringthepredictionphase.Thepredictiontableentryis muchsmallerthanthecorrelation

table entry (by about a factor ofb) enabling fast access during the time-critical prediction phase.

6  Experiments

To bestdemonstrateDDTÕs effectivenessin selectingfeaturesdynamically, we usesimulationto com-

pareour DDT branchpredictorto table-basedpredictors.This paperis a Þrststeptowardsevaluating

dynamic feature selection usingDDT. As such,we comparean interference-freeversionof our DDT

predictoragainstinterference-freeversionsof GAp andPAp.8 Wenotethatit is notour immediategoal

hereto beatthestate-of-the-artin branchprediction,but ratherto demonstratethatour general-purpose

DDT predictorcaneffectively selecttherelevant featurebits from a largesetin orderto competewith

highly-specializedbranchpredictors.We intendfutureresearchto determinehow to bestusethisselec-

tion capability both in branch prediction and in other prediction domains.

We variedthekey parametercontrollingthepredictorsize(treedepthfor DDT, andnumberof his-

tory bits usedfor GAp andPAp), andcomparedtheaccuracy obtainedby thethreepredictorsfor each

Þxed size(hereÒsizeÓis taken to be the numberof statebits storedin tablesfor the predictorÑ we

arguedin Section5 that the logic requiredcould be sharedacrossmany branchinstances).In these

experimentsourpredictorhasavailable64historybits (32 globaland32 localbits) withoutany knowl-

edgeof which bits aremorerecenthistorybits or which bits areglobal/local.For instance,beforesee-

ing dynamicbranchinstances,our DDT is just aslikely to selectthe32ndhistorybit astheÞrstfor use

in prediction.In spiteof this lack of built-in knowledgeaboutthe featurespace,our resultsshow that

theDDT predictoris ableto automaticallyselectusefulbits from the64bits.Theseresultssubstantially

supportour claim that DDT predictorscanautomaticallyselectusefulstatebits to make predictions,

8. By interference-free we mean that each static branch is assigned its own DDT.

# leaves( ) bits per leaf[ ] # internal nodes( ) bits per internal node[ ]+

2d #bits summary/leaf[ ] 2d 1Ð( ) #bits summary/internal[ ]+ 2d n 2+[ ] 2d 1Ð( ) n 4+[ ]+= =

n

n n
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even in domainswherethe architectdoesnot know aheadof time which bits thesewill be (or even

where the useful bits vary over time so that no Þxed set will provide good prediction).

We carriedout all simulationsusingtrace-driven inputsgeneratedby SimpleScalar2.0 [6] run on

eight integerbenchmarksfrom theSPECint95suite.All benchmarksweresimulateduntil completion

andTable1 shows the inputsandthe numberof staticanddynamicbranchesfor eachof the bench-

marksused.All predictorcounterswereupdateddirectly aftereachpredictionbasedon thetruebranch

outcome.It wasdemonstratedin [30] thatthiscounterupdatemethodasopposedto speculativeupdates

or updatingonly afterabranchhasbeenresolveddoesnotsigniÞcantlyimpacttheresultingaccuracies.

TheGAp andPAp predictorsutilized two-bit saturatingcountersandweresimulatedusinghistory

lengthsrangingfrom 8 to 16 bits yielding predictorsizesrangingfrom 0.5 to 128Kbits.9 Thedynamic

decisiontreewas giventhefeaturesetLG thatconsistsof 32 local and32 globalhistorybits for a total

of 64 binaryfeatures.10 Eight-bit signedcorrelationcounterswereused11 andthetreedepthswerevar-

ied from 0 to 7 yielding predictor sizes ranging from 0.57 to 147.17 Kbits (see Section5.1).

6.1  Results and Analysis

Weconductedexperimentsfor interference-freePAp andGAp predictorsusinghistorylengthsof 8, 10,

12,14,and16 bits andfor thedynamicdecisiontreepredictorusingtheLG featuresetfor depthsof 0,

1,3,5,and7.Weselectedthesenumbersto yield predictorsof comparablesizes.Themispredictionrate

for a predictoron a benchmarkis deÞnedto bethenumberof mispredictionsmadeby thepredictoron

thebenchmarkdividedby thenumberof dynamicbranchesin thebenchmark.Wegivemispredictionrate

Benchmark Input Static
Branches

Dynamic
Branches Benchmark Input Static

Branches
Dynamic
Branches

compress test.in 486 3889933 li text.lsp 709 148707928

gcc cccp.i 19555 195124643 m88ksim ctl.raw 1400 92366311

go 2stone9.in 5215 106288644 perl jumble.in 2087 332004699

ijpeg vigo.ppm 1725 98664499 vortex vortex.raw 6822 299718894

Table 1. Inputs and number of dynamic and static branches for SPECint95 benchmarks.

9. Note that by Òpredictor sizeÓ we mean the size of a predictor for a single static branch.

10. Results not shown here indicate that DDT with 32 bits each of L&G history outperforms DDT with 16 bits of each,
showing that dynamic feature selection enables exploitation ofuseful history unavailable to traditional techniques.

11. Preliminary study indicated that 8 bit counters perform reasonably for the DDT predictor on these benchmarks.
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versus predictor size curves for the PAp, GAp, and DDT predictors for each benchmark in Figure8.

As expectedandaspreviously known, whenGAp andPAp arecomparedto eachotherneitherpre-

dictor is superioracrossall benchmarks,andin facteachis signiÞcantlybetterthantheotherfor some

benchmark.The differencesin their relative performanceacrossbenchmarkscanbe attributed to the

differentinformationthey utilize. Thegraphsalsoshow thatfor all benchmarksexceptgoandijpeg the

dynamicdecisiontreecurve isasgoodor betterthanthebestof theGAp andPAp curves.This indicates

thatDDT is ableto robustlyselectimportantfeaturesonaper-branchbasis,andto form predictionrules

usingthesefeatures.Thefeatureselectionability of DDT coupledwith its largerfeatureset(including

both local and global history) make it a morerobust predictor across benchmarks than GAp or PAp.

It is interestingto observe theperformanceof thedepth-zerodecisiontrees(the left-mostpoint on
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eachdecision-treecurve) comparedto theperformanceof GAp andPAp acrossthebenchmarks.Note

thatadepth-zerotreeis equivalentto asinglecorrelationpredictorsothatpredictionsaremadeby sim-

ply selectinga single feature from the64LG featuresandusingits valueasthepredictedoutcome.Sur-

prisingly this predictoris ableto achieve nearlythesameor betterperformance(losingby at most0.03

percent)than theworse of the 16-history-bitversionsof GAp or PAp for the benchmarkscompress,

m88ksim, ijpeg, andvortex. In addition,thedepth-zerotreebeatsboth the16-history-bitGAp andPAp

predictorson them88ksim benchmark.Despitethe fact that the GAp andPAp predictorsform rules

involving 16 features(using counters)andthedepth-zerotreeformsrulesinvolving only a single

dynamicallyselectedfeature,the depth-zerotreesachieve nearly the sameor betterperformanceon

thesebenchmarks.This resultdemonstratestheutility of featureselectionmechanismsin hardwarepre-

dictors.

The curvesalsoshow that for the four benchmarkscompress, m88ksim, perl, andvortex the DDT

curve isbetterthanboththeGAp andPAp curves.Thereareseveralpotentialexplanationsfor thesupe-

rior performanceof thedynamicdecisiontreeon thesebenchmarks.First, theability of DDT to select

theÒbestÓfeaturesonaper-branchbasismayberesponsiblefor its ability to beatbothGAp andPAp on

thesefour benchmarks.It is possiblethat somebrancheswithin a particularbenchmarkarepredicted

bestwith globalhistorywhile othersarepredictedbestwith local historyandstill othersmaybepre-

dictedbestwith a combinationof the two. Second,experimentsnot presentedherehave shown that

DDT gainspredictive valuefrom exploiting historybits beyond16 bits. TheGAp andPAp predictors

weimplementedconsideratmosthistorybits0 through15(consideringmorebitswouldhaveanunrea-

sonableandexponentialcostin predictorsize)whereastheDDT considersglobalandlocal historybits

0 through31. Thirdly, we expectDDT to have a lessseverewarm-uppenaltyfor somestaticbranches

since DDT has the ability to ignore irrelevant featuresÑaddingan irrelevant feature to GAp, for

instance,doublesthe numberof countersthat must be warmedup for good performance;no such

warm-uppenaltyappliesto DDT. ThisphenomenonshouldbemostsigniÞcantfor branchesthatcanbe

predictedwell by rulesinvolving only asmallnumberof features.Wehavenotyetdeterminedwhichof

the threefactorsjust mentionedor possiblyothersare primarily responsiblefor the superiorperfor-

mance of DDT on these four benchmarks.

Thegraphsshow thatfor li andgcc thedynamicdecisiontreecurvesarenearlythesameastheGAp

andPAp curvesrespectively. NotethatDDT robustnessis againapparent:for li it is GAp thatperforms

216
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better than PAp, and for gcc it is the reverse; in each case DDT is near the better of GAp and PAp. It is

interesting to note that for these two benchmarks DDT and the better of GAp and PAp give nearly iden-

tical misprediction versus size curves in spite of the drastic differences in implementation technique.

Why is go hard? The performance of the dynamic decision tree on the go benchmark is signifi-

cantly inferior to that of both the PAp and particularly the GAp predictor (losing by 5.78 percent).

Although the reason for the inferior performance is not yet certain, we have formed one hypothesis that

is supported by the work published in [10]. Recall from Figure 3, that decision trees are suited for

domains where accurate predictions can be made by rules involving a small number of features selected

from a larger set of features. [10] gives evidence for the hypothesis that go requires rules involving a

large number of features. In that work experiments were conducted where the three most predictive fea-

tures (based on global history) were selected off-line for each static branch and only those features were

used to train a GAp-like predictor. On all of the benchmarks shown above except go the interference-

free versions of this offline three-feature predictor achieved accuracies very close to those of the inter-

ference-free GAp predictor using 16 global history bits. This result suggests that the poor performance

of DDT on go is directly attributable to the need for rules depending on many features to accurately pre-

dict the branches in go. Note that DDT for a depth makes predictions based on rules using at most

features for any one prediction, whereas the corresponding sized GAp or PAp predictor may use

considerably more features at once for a given prediction (GAp and PAp use all available features for

every prediction). For example, for DDT using LG at depth-seven, the corresponding sized GAp predic-

tor uses 16 history bits for every prediction where DDT is using at most eight.

We also note that whereas GAp significantly outperforms DDT on the go benchmark, PAp with his-

tory length 14 significantly outperforms the comparable depth DDT on the ijpeg benchmark (by 1.23

percent for a history of 16). The reason for this is also unclear at this point. We note one anomaly in the

ijpeg results: all three predictors seem to benefit similarly from increasing size until 10 Kbits, where

PAp derives much greater benefit from further size increase. The effect is striking, and is responsible for

the advantage PAp has over DDT at large size, but we have not found an explanation at this point.

7  Related Work

Here we consider only the work most closely related to our proposed approach but not covered above.

The work in [11] introduced the use of context trees for branch prediction—however, this predictor

d

d 1+
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is not tied to the branchprediction domain and could be applied to other domainswith no major

changes.The rulesthat canbe expressedby a context treearea strict subsetof the rulesthat canbe

expressedby a DDT of thesamedepth.This canbeseenby consideringthata context treeis simply a

decisiontreewith the following threerestrictions:First, all nodesat the samedepthof a context tree

mustusethesametest.In contrasta DDT hasthefreedomto selecttestson a per-nodebasis,makingit

amoreßexible decisionstructure.A DDT of maximumdepth , canuseasmany as different

features12 to form predictionrules,oneateachnode,whereasacontext treeof thesamedepthcanonly

use features.Second,the teststhatappearin a context treemustbe in thesameorder(accordingto

depth)asthey appearin thefeaturevector. Thus,evenif theÞrstfeatureof thefeaturevector(historybit

0) is not importantit is still usedto divide theincomingdatastreamwhereastheDDT would ignorethis

feature.Third, the depthof a context treeis the sameasthe numberof features(all featuresmustbe

used)causingits sizeto blow-up exponentiallywith thedimension.A decisiontreeon theotherhand

hasthefreedomto useadepththatis muchsmallerthanthenumberof features,thusavoidingtheblow-

up in size.Context treesaresimilar to the predictionby partial matching (PPM) algorithmusedfor

branchpredictionin [8]. In that work it was pointedout that the GAp/PAp two-level predictorsare

approximationsto the PPM algorithm and that PPM a has slight advantageresulting mainly from

reduced warm-up error.

Onecurrentmethodof usingmorefeaturesthat is usedin branchpredictionis to combinebranch

predictorsthatusedifferentsetsof features.In [20] a methodwas describedfor dynamicallyselecting

oneof two predictorsto beusedfor abranchbasedonanestimateof whichpredictorachieved ahigher

predictionaccuracy for thatbranch.[9] extendedthiswork andprovidedamechanismto selectbetween

N predictorson a per-branchbasis.Thus, it is possiblefor thesemethodsto selecta predictorfor a

branchthatusesthemostappropriatefeatureset.Note,however, thatthepotentialfeaturesetsthatmay

beselectedareÞxedoff-line andarenot dynamicallyadjustedto meettheneedsof a particularbranch.

In this respectthe DDT is a moreßexible predictionmethodthan that of combiningpredictors.For

example,supposea predictoris formedby combininga GAp andPAp predictor. It is only possibleto

make predictionsbasedeitheron all the local historybits or all theglobalhistorybits. Predictionscan

not be madebasedon a combinationof local andglobal history whereasthe DDT hasthat ßexibility

12. This is the number of nodes in a depth full binary decision tree.

d 2d 1+ 1Ð

d

d
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(while this mayor maynot becritical in branchprediction,in widerhardwarepredictionthis ßexibility

canbe expectedto be useful).Furthermore,the individual predictorsthat arecurrentlycombinedstill

suffer from exponentialblow-up. We also note that DDTs can also be hybridized.For example,we

could form a hybrid predictorusingtwo DDTsÑone with a largeamountof local history information

andonewith a large amountof global history information.We have shown elsewherethat hybridsof

multiple DDT predictorscanoften make betterpredictionsthana single large DDT (with equivalent

space usage) using a machine-learning technique called ÒboostingÓ [12].

Finally, work in [14] providesa limited form of featureselectionin thebranchpredictiondomain,

providing a methodfor dynamicallysearchingfor theÔbestÕhistory lengthto useduringa prediction.

Usingthis methodapredictorcanignorehigherorderhistorybits dynamically. Thesizesof thepredic-

tors presented,however, arestill exponentialin the maximumhistory length.Featuresetsunderthis

methodaremuchlessgeneralthanthoseunderDDT. For example,supposethatonly historybit 15 is

neededfor prediction.The DDT is likely to selectjust this feature,however, dynamichistory length

mustuseall of bits 0 through15. It is alsonot clearhow to generalizethis methodto otherprediction

domainswherethefeaturesmayhave no naturalorderingfrom moreusefulto lessuseful(like recent-

ness in branch prediction).

Machinelearningresearchoffers several methodsof dynamicallytraining decisiontrees,suchas

[26, 15, 27]. Thesemethods,however, all requirethat the observed featurevector/outcomepairs be

storedin memoryandthereforearenot practicalfor thebranchpredictiondomain.Thedynamictrain-

ing methodusedby theID4 decisiontreesystem[24] doesnot requirethestorageof pastfeaturevector/

outcomepairsandto thebestof ourknowledgeis theclosestpreviouswork to ourDDT. Therearesev-

eraldifferencesbetweenour DDT andID4. First, ID4 usesan informationratherthanaccuracy based

testselectionheuristic.Building on-line estimatorsof accuracy is relatively simplecomparedto esti-

matinginformation.Second,if ID4 determinesthat thetestat an internalnodeshouldchangethenthe

child subtreesof thenodearediscardedandmustberetrainedfrom scratch.Our DDT doesnot discard

subtreesaftera testhasbeenchanged,but insteadusesthe treesif they arefound to bebeneÞcialand

otherwiseallows themto adaptto thecharacteristicsof thenew datastreams.Third, ID4 doesnot con-

siderthe performanceof the subtreeswhenit decidesto changethe split featureat a node.Our DDT

changesthesplit featureonly if anotherfeatureis judgedto bemorepredictive thanall otherfeatures

(including the split feature)andthe subtrees.Our empirical investigationssuggestthat for the branch
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prediction domain it is beneficial to take the subtree performance into account.

8  Conclusion

In this paper we presented a novel framework, dynamic feature selection, for hardware prediction. This

framework enables a predictor to dynamically select the most useful features from a large set of candi-

date features—using storage which grows only linearly in the number of candidate features considered.

In comparison to table-based hardware prediction schemes, where the storage grows exponentially with

the number of features, using dynamic feature selection makes it possible for a predictor to consider

much larger amounts of information in making predictions.

This paper also presents and evaluates a hardware prediction scheme implementing dynamic feature

selection. Our Dynamic Decision Tree (DDT) predictor is derived from an on-line adaptation of “deci-

sion trees”, widely-used tools in machine-learning research. We presented simulation results on

SPECint95 that indicate that this general-purpose predictor on average performs comparably to conven-

tional table-based interference-free predictors designed specifically for branch prediction. In addition,

the DDT predictor is generally more robust than familiar branch predictors, performing close to the best

of them across applications that favor various familiar predictors — this robustness is similar to that

achievable by hybridizing familiar predictors, but again it is achieved here without such special-purpose

branch-related technique (our predictor’s robustness derives from general-purpose feature selection and

can be expected to generalize across prediction domains). We showed that dynamic feature selection

can approximate conventional table-based predictors’ performance by selecting useful features from a

much larger set of features (without any specialized knowledge about which of the features are useful).

Our results indicate that the DDT successfully implements dynamic feature selection, adding to design

options for future hardware prediction schemes. We expect the DDT to be the beginning of a line of

innovations in hardware prediction problems that benefit from the use of dynamic feature selection.
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Appendix
In this Appendix, we provide for reference formal definitions and descriptions for the correlation fea-

ture selector and the dynamic decision tree.

Correlation Feature Selector. We define for any set of features to be a bank of

signed counters, one for each feature in . We write for the value of the counter associated

with feature , and when the feature set is implicitly clear, we write as an abbreviation. For a

given bank of counters , we also define the utility of each feature , written , to be the

absolute value of the counter value associated with feature in , i.e., .

Again, when the bank of counters is implicitly clear, we will abbreviate the utility as .

We may also wish to know whether the feature selected is positively or negatively correlated with

the outcome. For this purpose, we define a function that returns if the signed counter

 is positive, and  otherwise. Again, where  is implicitly clear, we will write .

Updating a Correlation Predictor. We define , where is a mapping from

to representing the observed feature vector (so that is the observed value of feature )

and is either or representing the corresponding target outcome. changes

the counter values in as follows: for each feature we execute the “if” statement if

then  else . Figure 2 shows the functional diagram of this computation.

Selecting Features with a Correlation Predictor. Given a sequence of feature vector/target out-

come pairs represented by and , we can show that the result of sequentially
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updatingan initially zerobankof counters by executingthe updates ,

É, in orderwill result in countervaluessuchthat for eachfeature , is

proportionalto thenumberof correctpredictionsthatwouldhavebeenmadeby usingthebetterof fea-

ture or its complementto directlypredicttheoutcome.Figure3 shows thefunctionaldiagramof this

computation.

Nodes of the Dynamic Decision Tree. Eachtreenodetakesasinput thevaluesof thebranchfea-

tures, , andin additioneachinternalnodealsohastwo child predictors.Eachnodehasacor-

relation feature selector: leaf nodesÕselectorsare , whereasinternal nodesuse

. Note that theorderof the featuresis importantin thatwe preferto breakties

by usingearlierfeatures,andthuspreferto makepredictionsusing anddispreferto makepredictions

usingthechild predictorsvia , giventiesin thecorrelationvalues.Figure4 showsthefunctionaldia-

gram of this computation.

In addition,eachnodecontainssummaryinformationbasedon the correlationselectorvalues,as

follows: fsplit caches the value of , caches the value of fc =

, and at internal nodes only caches the value of fsub =

. Theequalitycomparisonreturns1 if it is trueand0 otherwise.Thissummary

informationis usedto speedupthecritical predictionpath.It wouldalsobereasonableto cacheSign(fc)

andSign(fsplit), asthey arealsousedin thepredictionphase.Figure5 shows thefunctionaldiagramof

this computation.

Wenow describethecomputationperformedby eachnodeduringthepredictionphase.Theinput to

thepredictionphaseis the featurevector mappingthefeatures to , describingthe

branch.Ourpredictionis calculatedasfollows.If is truewereturnthevalueof asour

prediction.Otherwise,if is falsewe return asour prediction.Other-

wise,weusethechild predictionindicatedby thesplit feature:weusethepredictionreturnedby theleft

child if is false,andthepredictionreturnedby theright child otherwise.In each

case,wearecomparing(with xor) thefeaturevalueto thesignof thecorrelationto handlebothpositive

andnegative correlationappropriately. So, for example,if is highly negatively correlatedwith the

outcome,we wantto use asour prediction.Figure6 shows thefunctionaldiagramof theprediction

phase of an internal node.
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Finally, we describe the update phase, where the input is a feature vector/target outcome pair

. First, the value of is updated by selecting a child predictor based on the value of

as was done above and setting equal to the prediction returned by the

selected child. Note that the child selection and resulting prediction may have already been done during

the prediction phase (and can then be reused/shared here), but if it was not done in prediction it must

still be done for update. Second, the correlation selection counters at the node (described above)

are updated by performing the function where we assume maps to .

Finally, the summary information is updated as described above based on the new counter values.

One final practical point: we believe it is important to minimize the frequency with which the value

of the split feature fsplit changes, because such changes can dramatically alter the streams of data seen

by the child predictors. For this reason, when updating fsplit we implement a preference to keeping fsplit

unchanged in the case of tied correlation values, even if an earlier feature in the sequence is involved in

the tie. In the long run, we believe it will be important to implement an even stronger preference to

sticking with the current split feature to avoid oscillation/vacillation between features of similar predic-

tive utility. We have not addressed this issue further in this work, however.
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